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Why Taiwan Matters to 
America and the World

As countries go, Taiwan is on the small side. Its square mileage puts it 138th in the world,
smaller than Switzerland but bigger than Belgium. Its population puts it in a neighborhood with
Malaysia, Ghana, and Syria—about 50th in the world. When it comes to economics and
politics, though, Taiwan carries disproportionate weight. The island’s steady ascent up the
manufacturing ladder from textiles and toys to high-tech equipment and IT services positions it
at the global economy’s cutting edge. Its refusal to accept the constraints Beijing seeks to
impose on it has made it a consistent focus of international attention—and sometimes conflict.
Taiwan’s economic success and political tenacity both have their roots in the island’s vibrant,
ambitious society, with its tight social networks and inexhaustible appetite for work and
interaction.

Taiwan commands the world’s attention because its people have crafted a nation too
important to ignore on an island the pundit Thomas Friedman described to David Letterman as
a “barren rock in a typhoon-laden sea.” Friedman went on to point out that Taiwan—which he
called “one of my favorite countries”—owned the fourth largest financial reserves in the
world. Still, the People’s Republic of China also is too important to ignore, and its
significance is growing even faster than Taiwan’s. Meanwhile, the PRC is determined to draw
Taiwan into its orbit, not just socially and economically, but politically as well.

No one knows exactly what political unification would entail, but Beijing has made it clear
that engineering a merger is its unshakeable goal—and it will not look favorably on nations
that help Taiwan resist its embrace. These trends create real challenges for nations that value
Taiwan’s contributions but also hope to maintain good relations with China. Increasingly—and
understandably—citizens in those nations are asking: Why should we sacrifice good relations
with the world’s fastest-rising economic, political, and military power to help Taiwan remain
autonomous? What do we gain by challenging Beijing on a matter it has defined as one of its
core interests? Do the benefits we get from helping Taiwan resist Beijing’s pressure justify the
costs to our ties with China? In short, why does Taiwan matter to us?

During the Cold War these questions were easier to answer. Taiwan was important to the
United States and its allies because it was a frontline state in the fight against Communist
expansion. But with the end of the Cold War and the rise of a globally engaged China, some
citizens have begun to question whether the complex, delicately balanced Taiwan policies
described in chapter 8 still serve U.S. interests. Commentators like Ted Galen Carpenter argue
that Taiwan’s value to the United States is too low to justify the irritation it causes in U.S.-
China relations. In their view, U.S. support for Taiwan allows Taipei to postpone hard
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decisions about its future and undermines America’s relationship with the PRC.
Since the end of the Cold War, the rationale for supporting Taiwan’s efforts to determine its

own future has changed, but it has not disappeared. Some of the reasons Taiwan matters to the
United States and other nations are very practical. On the economic front, multinational
corporations rely on Taiwanese suppliers to make thousands of products for sale under their
brands and to provide critical equipment and services. Disrupting those suppliers’ operations
is extremely costly to the world economy, as we discovered in 1999 when a power
transmission tower on a remote mountain in central Taiwan toppled, blacking out the island’s
high-tech industry for a day. The interruption nearly doubled the world price of memory chips
and the supply of TFT-LCD flat screens took six months to return to normal. A man-made
disaster—especially one linked to military tensions or armed conflict—would be far more
disruptive.

Another practical factor influencing politicians and policy makers is Taiwanese people’s
active advocacy of their interests to foreign governments and peoples. The Taiwan government
uses its “officially unofficial” representatives to pursue both traditional government-to-
government diplomacy and public diplomacy aimed at securing popular support for Taiwan in
democratic countries. At the same time, Taiwanese living in the United States, Canada, and
Europe are adept at mobilizing to promote what they see as Taiwan’s interests. Their influence
is most visible in the United States, where the Formosan Association for Public Affairs
(FAPA), Taiwanese-American Associations, the Formosa Foundation, and others have had
considerable success in securing support for Taiwan, especially in Congress. FAPA, in
particular, adroitly deploys its members—and their campaign donations—to influence elected
representatives to take an active interest in Taiwan-related issues.

Economic interests and political advocacy help keep the Taiwan issue on the front burner in
the United States and other countries, but they alone are not enough to justify defying China’s
preferences on this critical issue. Taiwan’s economic value is only tangentially related to its
ability to determine its own fate politically, and China’s white-hot economic growth means its
importance is fast outstripping Taiwan’s. In Washington, the vaunted pro-ROC “China lobby”
of the Chiang Kai-shek era is overshadowed by a PRC-backed “China lobby” today. At the
same time, democratization has encouraged the proliferation of views and opinions among
Taiwanese, undermining its once-monolithic diplomatic effort. Today, the positions taken by
overseas Taiwanese communities and those promoted by Taipei’s professional diplomats
conflict at least as often as they overlap.

To understand more deeply why Taiwan matters we must consider not only what it does, but
what it is. Making sure Taiwan has a voice in deciding its own future is important to the United
States and other democratic countries because democracy in Taiwan is an indicator and
inspiration for democracy everywhere.

For Americans who remember World War II and the early years of the Cold War, affinity
with Taiwan—and suspicion of the PRC—comes naturally. Admiral Eric McVadon captured
this sentiment when he said, “Americans of my generation feel close to Taiwan, have affection
for its people, and cannot bring themselves to succumb to the reasoning that we would be
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better off by abandoning support for Taiwan. Taiwan is like a blood brother; it need not do any
more to warrant loyalty. The PRC is, in contrast, a stranger. Its qualities run hot and cold. Its
origin and upbringing create uncertainties; trust has to be developed. And these feelings, in
both cases, are reciprocal.” He continued, “I have gone to great lengths to listen to and
understand the Chinese position on Taiwan. It is one thing to understand and even to accept the
realities of their obsessive views. It is easy to feel close to Taiwan—even with its inordinate
share of crackpots; it is very hard to feel close to the PRC, with its inordinate share of people
who believe that the party of Mao Zedong, the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural
Revolution has all the answers—including the future of Taiwan.”

Few young Americans share the affinity with Taiwan that developed during the Cold War,
but they, too, should take encouragement from Taiwan’s development. Taiwan’s democratic
transition proves that democratization is possible—and need not require outside intervention
or bloodshed. “Taiwan has grown into a society that represents most of our important values
that we try to promote elsewhere in the world,” says an American diplomat with experience in
Taiwan and China. “Look at all we’ve done to promote these values in Iraq and Afghanistan—
Taiwan achieved everything we want, all on its own.” “It sounds syrupy,” says another former
U.S. official, “but Taiwan can offer hope to other countries—the fact that it can stay vibrant in
spite of all its limitations is inspiring.”

Colonel Albert Willner, a former defense liaison at the American Institute in Taiwan and
close observer of Taiwan’s military, views Taiwan’s economic and political success in the
face of international isolation as especially noteworthy:

Taiwan is unique in a lot of ways. Its status makes it unique, and so does its history. It’s something of a Petrie dish: If
Taiwan—which is cut off from so many of the usual tools and opportunities that other countries have—can succeed at
moving from White Terror to democracy, that has a lot of lessons for others. The Taiwanese are a unique people in that
their history imbued them with a sense of survival and the ability to rise to a level where they could do things on their own.
And they had to do things on their own because they had none of the usual tools. It says something about their leadership
and about the people that they adapted in spite of this. You have to ask: What other people would have fared so well in the
kind of isolation Taiwan faced?

“Taiwan worked! It became a market economy and a democracy,” says Admiral McVadon.
The combination makes Taiwan an important counter to claims that authoritarian governments
provide better economic outcomes for their people. As Michael Fonte, the Democratic
Progressive Party’s liaison in Washington puts it,

Taiwan has been able to make a transition from an authoritarian state to a real democracy. It’s got its faults but so does
everybody else. People are really engaged in the political process at a time when some authoritarian governments think
they alone have the answer to economic policies and other things. Taiwan stands as an example of how you can have a
vibrant democracy and a vibrant economy at the same time. You can protect human rights, promote democracy and have
a good economy—all at the same time.

In fact, Fonte argues, Taiwan’s experience shows that democracy works better than
authoritarianism because it offers a more-just mechanism for resolving social problems.
“Democracy,” he says, “allows a country to address the inequalities that come with
development.”
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Democratization has made Taiwan a better place to live, too. Fonte’s first contact with
Taiwan came in the dark days of the authoritarian period when he served as a Catholic
missionary on the island. In the four decades since he watched as democracy transformed
Taiwan and its people.

It was always a wonderful, warm place when you were with your friends, but once you got out in to the world, you were
always worried, looking around. Spies were everywhere, or everyone thought they were. When I lived in Taiwan with my
teachers in 1967 what bothered me most was the overarching fear and what that did to people. It made them timid, unable
to speak their minds in public, even in a classroom. And now I go back to Taiwan and those same people—my teachers—
are engaged, able to live a full life. And when I look at people who are the age I was then, they’re just living a normal,
free life. The psychological change is what’s important. That’s the big change I feel now, the fluidity and freedom.

As Admiral McVadon put it, “All one has to do is observe the relative roles of civil society on
each side of the Strait to know why Taiwan matters to me and everyone who looks to making
this a better world, with no fear of that knock on the dissident’s door in the night.”

If societies aspiring to install or consolidate democratic political systems look to Taiwan
for inspiration, they also look to the United States and its allies for signs that they will support
young democracies. Nancy Bernkopf Tucker, the leading historian of U.S.-Taiwan relations,
points out, “The United States bears some responsibility for Taiwan’s democracy, not least
because it made those changes with encouragement and pressure from us.” An American
diplomat concurs,

If we are seen as reducing our commitment to Taiwan it will have an impact on our position around the world. It would
seem we don’t believe in our own values. Taiwan is a means to an end for the US, at least in the sense that it helps us
maintain our values and credibility around the world. Our presidents describe Taiwan as a beacon of democracy in their
congratulatory statements but when we get down to business that conviction is not carried out with the gusto it deserves.

Richard Bush, who served as America’s top Taiwan policy maker under Presidents Clinton
and George W. Bush and is a leading observer of the U.S.-PRC-Taiwan triangular relationship,
takes this point even further. He notes that past American decisions constrain Taiwan’s options
and opportunities to this day, and that obligates the United States to pay particular attention to
Taiwan and its interests.

Taiwan is critical to U.S. credibility in another way, too: how Washington handles the
security aspects of its Taiwan policy is an important indicator of its capacity and willingness
to honor other commitments around the world. Says Admiral McVadon, “American credibility
as an alliance partner and as a bulwark of peace and stability in the region and around the
world would be sorely diminished were we to abandon the TRA, cease support of Taipei, and
lead Beijing to conclude that it can attack Taiwan and not be repulsed.” In the future, some
American allies might choose to draw closer to China, but they should not be driven to that
position by fear.

America’s Taiwan policy substantiates its commitment both to its core values of democracy
and freedom and to the global security architecture it helped to build in the 1940s and 1950s.
After World War II, the United States and its allies created institutions to promote peace and
stability around the world. Some, led by the United Nations, were political organizations open
to all countries, while others—such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization—were military
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alliances that provided collective security to member states. Others, like the European
Common Market (later the European Union) and the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs
(precursor to the World Trade Organization) promoted a liberal economic order based on free
markets and open trade. The military alliances stabilized the international system while the
economic and political organizations nurtured shared interests among nations. This system, in
which the United States has served as chief enforcer and guarantor, secured for the developed
world, at least, more than six decades of peace, stability, and prosperity.

This U.S.-led world order is far from perfect. Developing countries suffered terribly from
proxy wars and economic isolation during the Cold War, and in the post–Cold War period, new
threats—from climate change to HIV/AIDS to transnational terrorism—have appeared.
Although the bipolar competition between two superpowers has disappeared, the need for
global cooperation to address economic and security challenges has not. Nations around the
world continue to look to the United States to provide leadership in mobilizing that
cooperation and addressing those threats.

If Washington appears to be backing down or backing away from its commitment to its
alliances and the institutions in which it has invested so much, other governments will take that
as a sign that they may not be able to rely on those institutions to ensure their safety in the
future. That will force governments to become more competitive and individualistic.
According to Colonel Willner, America’s friends already are alert for signs of a decline in
U.S. power: “There is a growing sense in the world that the US is a fair-weather friend, it
won’t be there for the long run. This causes people in many countries to maneuver ahead of
time, to get into position in anticipation of the day the U.S. pulls back. If the U.S. makes
decisions regarding Taiwan that reinforce this perception, it will have profound implications
for our other relationships.”

A good example of this dynamic is Japan, a nation whose military expansionism in the early
twentieth century left the region deeply scarred. Since World War II, the size and mission of
Japan’s armed forces have been sharply limited, and pacifism has replaced bellicosity as the
predominant popular mood. But those changes were possible only because an alliance with the
United States guaranteed Japan’s security. Without faith in that alliance, Japanese leaders
would be compelled to consider expanding their armed forces. That, in turn, would raise the
specter of a resurgent Japanese militarism, which might well spark an arms race in the region.

Even though the United States has no formal alliance with Taiwan—indeed, it doesn’t even
recognize Taiwan as a state—the island retains an important symbolic role in this system of
alliances, institutions, and relationships. If the United States were to indicate by word or deed
that it was no longer committed to making sure Taiwan is not coerced into decisions its people
oppose, that would indicate weakness in U.S. capability or resolve—or both. Other nations
would be forced to consider whether their interests, too, might be at risk.

The arguments made so far—that Taiwan matters because it stands as proof of the feasibility
of democracy and the credibility of American alliances—have been around for many years. As
China has become increasingly powerful, another argument is gaining currency. According to
its logic, Taiwan matters because, as the former AIT head Stephen Young likes to say, Taiwan
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is the canary in the coal mine for China’s rise. In other words, how China behaves toward
Taiwan is an important indicator of how it will perform its role as a lead actor on the world
stage. As Randall Schriver put it, “Beijing’s ambitions go beyond Taiwan, but right now, it’s
the Taiwan issue that drives their military modernization, so it’s very important to us. Taiwan
is a prism through which we can understand China’s evolution, and gain insights into it.” By
extension, how the United States and its allies treat Taiwan is an important indicator of what
other countries can expect from them as the PRC’s influence expands.

Asked why Taiwan matters, Richard Bush replied,

On the importance of Taiwan, there are a variety of answers that I might give. It’s a touchstone of American credibility
for both our allies and others. It’s a debt we owe to the people of Taiwan for having ignored their interests as we cut
strategic bargains [with Beijing]. But my current answer to the question is that how the Taiwan Strait issue is resolved is
an important test—perhaps the most important test—of what kind of great power China will be and of how the U.S. will
play its role as the guardian of the international system.

Arguments like these are sometimes misread as justifications for containment, attempts to
use Taiwan to prevent China from increasing its national power and status. In reality, while
some advocates of containment do include Taiwan in their strategic thinking, a policy that
supports Taiwan’s efforts to craft a relationship with the PRC that serves both sides’ interests
is not anti-China. On the contrary, it is a policy aimed at upholding a system of international
institutions and interactions in which countries and peoples are empowered to choose their
own ways of living, free from coercion, violence, and intimidation.

Nor does the current U.S. policy militate against China’s long-term goal of unification. The
United States has never taken a position as to how the cross-Strait relationship ultimately
should be resolved. Instead, the United States holds that any outcome—including both
unification and independence—is acceptable, so long as the two sides arrive at that outcome
through a peaceful, mutual, and noncoercive process. Washington has made it clear that Beijing
should not bully Taiwan, and Taiwan should not provoke or insult the PRC. During the Chen
Shui-bian administration, U.S. officials forcefully reminded Taiwan’s leaders that they expect
Taipei to respect Beijing’s bottom lines and to avoid giving gratuitous offense or acting
unilaterally. When cross-Strait tensions eased under President Ma Ying-jeou, U.S. officials
were quick to express encouragement for the warming trend.

While the world has an interest in seeing Taiwan’s future decided peacefully and
democratically, it does not have an interest in blocking Taiwan from forging a permanent peace
—even to the point of unification—with mainland China. Today, few Taiwanese believe
Beijing is prepared to offer a unification proposal that would preserve their democratic
system, but if the PRC were to offer such a deal in the future, Taiwanese might well support it.
And if they did, nothing in such an arrangement would be inconsistent with the interests of
other nations, including the United States.

In 2002 Nancy Bernkopf Tucker published an article in the Washington Quarterly entitled
“If Taiwan Chooses Unification, Should the United States Care?” In it she enumerated the costs
unification might have for the United States. She also described the difficulty Washington
would face if it tried to block a unification deal that enjoyed wide support in Taiwan. In the
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end she concluded the United States could not and should not intervene to obstruct a mutually
acceptable unification deal. Her analysis is still persuasive today:

The United States rightly remains opposed to the use of force to unify China. So long as unification can only be achieved
through coercion, Washington should and will prevent the success of an unprovoked attack. Further, Washington’s
commitment to Taiwan’s democracy means respect for the choices made by Taiwan’s people. They have so far sought
nothing more than affirmation of their political autonomy, even in the face of rapid economic integration with mainland
China. The U.S. abandonment of agnosticism to dictate an answer, whether unification or independence, would be a great
betrayal as well as a dangerous gamble after all these decades of stalemate, struggle, risk, and reform. The United States
has much at stake in the Taiwan Strait. Washington would not serve its strategic interests, secure the goodwill of Taiwan’s
people, or win the hearts and minds of the mainland Chinese by trying to impose a solution to the Taiwan Strait dilemma.

Taiwanese treasure their democratic achievements and their personal freedom. They also
love their island homeland. Still, most recognize and acknowledge their Chinese roots. It is not
inconceivable that the two sides could negotiate a form of unification that protected Taiwan’s
political system and honored its unique position in China’s past, present, and future. A loose
confederation would not please hard-line unificationists in China or hard-line independentistas
in Taiwan, but it might satisfy moderates on both sides. The proposals that have been put forth
to date invariably attracted heavy criticism, so it is probably premature to delve too deeply
into the details of what a successful deal might look like. Maintaining peaceful interactions
between the two sides, interactions that enhance their mutual interests and build cross-Strait
confidence, is the most sensible near-term goal.

The United States and other countries have no interest in encouraging conflict in the Taiwan
Strait; on the contrary, given the deep interdependence among the PRC, Taiwan, and the global
economy, instability in the Strait would be a catastrophe for everyone. At the same time,
though, lasting peace and stability cannot be built on a foundation of might-makes-right. It was
twenty-five hundred years ago when the envoys from a massive Athenian strike force
confronted the leaders of Melos—a Lacedaemonian colony that was resisting Athens’ growing
power—and demanded their surrender. Thucydides records their words in The Peloponnesian
War (the translation is Richard Crawley’s):

For ourselves, we shall not trouble you with specious pretences—either of how we have a right to our empire because we
overthrew the Mede, or are now attacking you because of wrong that you have done us—and make a long speech which
would not be believed; and in return we hope that you, instead of thinking to influence us by saying that you did not join the
Lacedaemonians, although their colonists, or that you have done us no wrong, will aim at what is feasible, holding in view
the real sentiments of us both; since you know as well as we do that right, as the world goes, is only in question between
equals in power, while the strong do what they can and the weak suffer what they must.

These words—especially the phrase about the strong and the weak—are famous; they are
practically a mantra for the Realist school of international relations theory. Less well-known,
but equally telling, is the Melian leaders’ reply:

As we think, at any rate, it is expedient—we speak as we are obliged, since you enjoin us to let right alone and talk only of
interest—that you should not destroy what is our common protection, the privilege of being allowed in danger to invoke
what is fair and right. . . . And you are as much interested in this as any, as your fall would be a signal for the heaviest
vengeance and an example for the world to meditate upon.
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Today the privilege of invoking “what is fair and right” is substantiated in international
norms that condemn aggression, force, and coercion and encourage negotiation, cooperation,
and compromise. As the Melian leaders pointed out, every nation wants to be able to appeal to
a shared moral code when it is threatened, and that makes ignoring the code, when one’s power
allows, a risky undertaking, one that stirs up resentment and—when the time is right—invites
revenge.

China’s leaders and people are rightfully proud of their accomplishments. The PRC’s fast-
growing economic power and international influence give Beijing both the means and the will
to prevent outsiders from intruding and interfering in matters it defines as “core interests,”
including Taiwan. But this capability does not predetermine the choices Beijing will make
regarding Taiwan. The PRC has great latitude in how it handles its relations with Taiwan; its
options are limited only by the two sides’ creativity and flexibility. And because the issue is so
important to China, it stands to reason that the PRC should use its full measure of options to
ensure a happy outcome. International norms and the interests of the international community
demand that other states encourage both sides to make the most of their opportunities for
peaceful resolution and to discourage coercion and violence. It is important to do so even
when relations between Taiwan and the mainland are at their best, because paying attention to
Taiwan only when it is playing the “troublemaker” rewards risk-taking and punishes prudence.

One final sense in which Taiwan matters to the world is that it stands as a perpetual
reminder of what is possible in international relations—both for better and for worse. Taiwan
offers proof that development—both political and economic—is possible, but its experience
shows how fragile states’ independence really is. It reveals that the autonomy most nations take
for granted ultimately rests on the forbearance of the strong or on wobbly balances of power
that, when they shift, leave states defenseless. In one sense, Taiwan is extremely unlucky:
thanks to Chinese nationalists on both sides, it lost its chance at full independence. In another
sense, though, Taiwan is lucky: unlike the many countries that have seats in the UN but are at
the mercy of political and economic forces that make life miserable, Taiwan is wealthy and
successful, and protected, for now, by powerful friends. Taiwan is able to mobilize others to
support its survival, if not its sovereignty.

Taiwan’s people have a long history of reinventing their homeland. They have reinvented its
culture and identity, its economy and society, its politics and status. These reinventions
represent adaptations to global forces—economic and geopolitical—pressing on the island and
they arise from islanders’ ambition, determination, pragmatism, and optimism. The qualities
that drove the island’s economic and political miracles also made it possible to build the
world’s tallest skyscraper in Taipei. Those traits enabled Taiwan to navigate its complex
relationship with the People’s Republic of China for six decades; with luck, cleverness, and
encouragement, they will continue to do so.

While the challenges facing Taiwan are real, Taiwanese have many strengths and resources
to bring to bear on those challenges. Taiwan matters, to China, to the United States, to the
world—and above all, to its own people. It is not an object of others’ destiny, but the subject
of its own history; it is not a means to others’ ends, but an end in itself. Regarding Taiwan in
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this way does not foreclose any outcome in cross-Strait relations, but it does call on others to
support outcomes that affirm and uphold Taiwan’s dignity and democracy.

SOURCES

Most of the quotations in this chapter come from interviews conducted in 2010. I’ve also
quoted Nancy Bernkopf Tucker’s article, “If Taiwan Chooses Unification, Should the United
States Care?” published in the Washington Quarterly in 2002 and Thucydides, The
Peloponnesian War, as translated by Richard Crawley. Crawley’s translation is available at
the Internet Classics Archive at MIT: http://classics.mit.edu/Thucydides/pelopwar.5.fifth.html.
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